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Features of the PowerLecture
This PowerLecture package consists of a CD-ROM that contains book-specific resources and a DVD-ROM that contains a Chemistry Multimedia Library, suitable for use with all Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning books. Instructors can use the digital files on the PowerLecture to enhance lectures and prepare course material. The content on the CD is arranged in parts and chapters that correspond to the textbook. The resources on the Multimedia Library DVD are arranged by topic within each subject.

The PowerLecture Chemistry Multimedia Library DVD Contains:
- Approximately 1,400 multimedia resources (animations, simulations, movies) arranged by topic within each chemistry subject, ready for lecture presentations.
- Subjects included: General and Introductory/Preparatory Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Biochemistry, and GOB/Allied Health Chemistry.
- Also included: instructions for instructors to save files to their own hard drive if desired and tools such as a Molecular Modeling Database and a Molar Mass Calculator.
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